
• Initial app: newspaper industry
• Pictures sent by submarine cable between 

London and New York
• Printing equipment coded picture for cable 

transmission

Sent by submarine cable between 
London and New York, the 
transportation time was reduced to 
less than three hours from more 
than a week





First image of the moon taken by a US Spacecraft



Major uses
Gamma-ray imaging: nuclear medicine and astronomical observations
X-rays: medical diagnostics, industry, and astronomy, etc.
Ultraviolet: lithography, industrial inspection, microscopy, lasers, biological imaging,
and astronomical observations
Visible and infrared bands: light microscopy, astronomy, remote sensing, industry, 
and law enforcement
Microwave band: radar
Radio band: medicine (such as MRI) and astronomy



(a)Gamma ray: locate sites of bone 
pathalogy
(b)PET: patient is given a radioactive 
isotope that emits      positrons as it 
decays; when positron meets an electron 
both      are annihilated and two gamma 
rays are given off; two tumors     one in 
brain  one in lung
(c) Star in constellation of Cygnus 
exploded 15000 years ago;       generated a 
superheated stationary gas cloud: natural 
radiation of the object; The Cygnus Loop
is a large supernova in the constellation 
Cynus; 



(b) Catheter is inserted into an 
artery or vein in the groin; 
when 
Catheter reaches the site, an X 
ray contrast medium is injected 
Through the tube, enhancing 
contrast of blood vessels. 



(a) and (b) are 
Fluorescence 
microscopy;

Mineral flurspar 
fluoresces when 
ultraviolet light is 
directed upon it. 











• Night time lights of 
the world data set

• Provides a global 
inventory of human 
settlement









Radar is able to collect data over virtually any region at any time, regardless of weather or ambient lighting conditions; 

An imaging radar works like a flash camera: it provides its own mircowav e pulses to illuminate and area on the ground; 
Can only see the microwave energy that was reflected back toward the radar antenna



Example of imaging in the radio band





Example of sound imaging
Cross sectional image of a well known 3D model for 
comparing seismic imaging algorithms



Ultrasound system transmits high frequency sound pulses into the body
Hit a boundary between tissues: some reflected back, some travel on to hit another boundary and 

reflected;
Reflected waves picked up by the probe; machine calculates distance from the probe to the tissue 
boundary



SEM scans the electron beam and records the interaction of beam and sample at each location; 
This produces one dot on the phosphor screen
Complete image is formed by a raster scan of the beam through the sample much like a TV camera;
Electrons interact with a phosphor screen and produce light.
SEM magnification can be 10,000X;  but light microscope can be at most 1000X








